Committee on Commerce

Will meet at:  9:30 A.M.  Date: April 27, 2004

Location:  Committee Room 1

Remarks:

HB 189  WINSTON  TELEPHONES:  Exempts calls from optometrists, dentists and physicians to their patients from "do not call" law

HB 275  G SMITH  MOTOR VEHICLES:  Provides for notification to motor vehicle customers of the presence of certain event data recording devices

HB 291  SCHNEIDER  COMMERCE:  Provides for facilitating the shipping and transportation industries by setting time standards

HB 319  PINAC  COMMERCIAL REGS/ANTITRUS:  Repeals provisions relative to business franchise agreements and reciprocal agreements

HB 419  PINAC  RACING/COMMISSION:  Prohibits a horse owned by a State Racing Commission member from racing in Louisiana

HB 424  RICHMOND  TELECOMMUNICATIONS:  Provides relative to allowable times and mandatory content regarding calls made by telemarketers and telephone solicitors

HB 837  JOHNS  RACING:  Deletes population requirement on location of an account wagering facility

HB 954  FAUCHEUX  RACING/HORSE:  Authorizes the conduct of harness or standardbred races by a licensed racing association in the state

HB 1265  THOMPSON  TELECOMMUNICATIONS:  Creates the Louisiana Broadband Council

HB 1354  PINAC  MTR VEHICLE/DEALERS:  Provides relative to area of responsibility, penalties, and licensing procedures for used motor vehicle dealers and marine dealers

HB 1378  PINAC  MTR VEHICLE/DEALERS:  Makes various changes to statutes relating to used motor vehicle dealers

HB 1409  MONTGOMERY  HORTICULTURE:  Adds educational requirements as a qualification to take the examination for licensure as a retail florist

HB 1493  SMILEY  MTR VEHICLE/DEALERS:  Changes definition of "boat package" for purposes of area of responsibility in Used Motor Vehicle Dealers and Marine Product Dealers law